Below are the updates for the activity at MAWC drilling sites for the week of March 23rd..................

*Horizontal Drilled to TD: DeArmitt #1A, #1B, #1C – Currently fracking all (3) wells.

*Hutchinson Pad – Drilling horizontal with Nabors Rig M-07 on #4A.

*Aikens Pad – Drilling vertically on “A” & “D”.

*Mamont Compressor Site: MEC Construction has mobilized equipment and begun concrete construction of the foundations for the production equipment.

*Pipeline Activities as follows:
  - 9,197 feet of 10” and 6,562.4 feet of 12” for a total of 15,759.4 total feet installed to date – *Pending Permit Approvals*
  - Installing surface equipment at DeArmitt location.